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`thx. Preblem

Adolescents of 14 to at yrs of age, who ha el tha

tory schnoline. are conditioned in thvir oc..ettonl or scholastic chill

mv)-1 factors, whin eariVe from the roncrie and aouintal value eyeteM

etructure (whieh mey Se mere or Dass advanced), as well as from thn school,

the family. and the pear grOup. Such conditioniem Is mzre pronounced in the

case of rural youtie not only because of different houelne nna socielization

conditione and econonle struoturem, but also oftee because the tural va-

lues do7s1nant in rura/ cress are rather special nd somehmw cufførent from

by

thole erevalent in urban areas De fact, the _ 31 anvirweeet is still re-

latively isolatod, both culturally (from urban and industrial veluesi and in

terms of human relation, (owing to its sr:jars!' population, which in the ceee

of edelescents esans Infrequent contact with their peers)) norsover, the ru-

ral family is dependcet on trad tional, craftsean-liks, subsistence-insuring

prodUctive systems. Lind preserves models of attionwhdch are more intudtive

than rational. performing a job which is not considered to be a trade and

hence is not esteemed in itself, far the specialization it involves. but is

a job which one begins earlY in life and to which one seen becomes social-

Zed.

Thole conditionings, their spectficatior and 0xtiñt, hove been analyzed

in a complex end detailed eociclogicel stady of fOUr Italian provinces with

alf aring degrees of modernization in social. ucDrIorntc. and cultural tame.

Against thia enviromantel background traditional vs. modern3. the

degree te which conventional images and job stereotypes condition the voca-

tich-I or s )01estic choices of adolescents has been exeained. This choice

is of great importance for the adoles-lent's future: it datermines whether

hs will end up in agriculture, industry, or tertiary activities, whether he

will stop in his family's social position 02 try to climb to a higher rung

on the social ledder (without ever knowing precisely how high the rung may be).

The study of vocational eterectypes. and, more generally, of the mea-

nings attributed to various jObs has acquired e long tradition and a consi-

derable mess of exp rience. As a matter of fact, the first researches on

vocational stereotypes, conducted by Rice and Utterer in 1S26, antedate

those on ethnic stereotypes. Often the vocational concepts studied regard

4



he th

manual

sector.

n produotive sectors: the omen farmer for agriculture,

r for f.ndustry. and the professional man for the tertiary

The concept work is broken down and analyzed with regard to many

factors: economdo, material, interpersonal (relations with others ). perso-

nal (its potential for self-realizatiOn). Ole may refer here to the many

studies of Frledmonn and Havighurst 1:19S4). Super (19 7 ), Rosenberg (1957),

Ingham (1970), and Gassor (1974).

The poroption of thoss -actors, ,sni is in turn conditioned

by one's experience of the jot. one's direct or indirect knowledge of it,

and the prestige that the social system attributes to it. This is demonstre

tied by One of our findings: in traditional rural areas (as opposed to more

modern ones) agricultural labor is considerablyonderestimated and industrial

labor correspondingly overestimated.All this goes to show how great an in-

fluence may be exercised by the degree of stereotyping on vocational °value

tions and hence on the leanings and choices of the individual.

Furthermore, the various implications or meanings of the concept of

K directly involve the individual's needs (ofS.the hierarchy of human

needs developed by ('laslow), thus. work may come to satisfy certain specific

Individual needs. such as economic or vocational security, self-es :ems

lf-rsalization.

Aecording to Maslow's theory of needs, only when his lower needs (such

as survival) are satieied does an individual begin to heed higher needs

(safety. security, and so on up to self-realization ). Starting from tOis pre

supposition, R. Gasson theorizes that the satisfaction of individual needs

that lies at the basis of any vocational option changes geadually as one

passes from traditional to modern environments, and from low to high soci -

economd.c status.

Obviously, for the purposes of our study of th 4 nuitural causes nvol-

%fed in tha concepts of agricultural and industrial work which inf:uence the

vocational choices of rural adolescents, it is important to distinguish the

type of needs that they expect to be satisfied by the type of work for which

they opt. partiouslar,if agricultural labor is opted for-: one m4y observe

how this job iS considered, i.e. whether it is merely instrumental in-obtai-

ning security, prestige, etc. or whether it is viewed as tending to lead to

so1f-ro81izat4 n. 5, _



A correct appraisal of the motivation of such a choice is very important,

inasmuch as it allows us to understand today the personality structure of

tomorrow's farmers.

2. The_Fieldef Study: Four_Italian Provinces

An adolescent's orientation towards his own future depends on many va-

riables: whether ha lives in an isol ted or highly urbanized area; whether

his standard of llving is 1-0gh or low; whether society is highly mobile or

largely stable; Alether the excess rural population finds an outlet in the

industrial areas of the region or emigrates to more highly developed areas

other regiols or countries; whether the process of rationalization of

farming techn±ques has a long and enlightensd tradition, or has not even

begun, the agricultural aativity thus reamining at a subsistence level;

whether the interrelationships of the diverse social elements of the coun-

tryside are more et less intense; whether, in sum, a traditional society in

which the social functions are exercised by a few institutions is giving way

a more modern society in which rational behavioral patterns prevail and

the social functions are entrusted to a multiplicity of institutions.

Such was the complexity of the problem that it was felt necessary

compare different rural contexts (and hence different social and economic

realities).

On the one hand, Cosenza, in Sou horn Italy, may be considered repre-

sentative of a rural and social situation which is still basically traditio

(although even here changes are to be observed); up to now it has re-

meined rather isolated and marked by a geographical and envivonmental situa

tion which roridurs difficult a new, incisive agricultural development. On

the other hand, the northern provinces of Reggio Emilia and Treviso may be

taken as indicative of a developed ecnrinmic area such as the Po Valley. There

are, however, differences between the agricultures of these two provinces;

for, though tha soil is much the same in both cases, the use patterns te

which it is put vary according to the local culture and structure of land

ownership, but aov 1l because of the different social evolution of the

rural classes, the di ferant degree of industrialization, and the more or

less recent reception given to progressive ideas and hence the different

relatiOnship to tradition_ _ _ . 6
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The fourth ra of study is the province of .at1na. in central italy,

a ws officially bo n In 1934. Until that time most of the territory was

ewampy and malarial, and consequently uninhabited, left to itself. The am-

bitious land reclemation project of the Pontine marshes established the

city of Latina, as well as smaller towns and villages, which served as vi-

tal nerve centers for the new human settlement. The population came from

the Veneto, Emilia and Romagna, and some from local areas; later they

were joined by Southern Italians and Italian emigrants from Istria, Tuni-

sia and Libya. These two factors (the nearly total absence of inhabitants be

fore reclamation and the heterogeneousness of the new inhabitants' cultural

backgrounds) make it possible, at least theoretically, to analyze in depth

certain mechanisms of chenge in sociel classe3 end systems which are more

closely tied than others to traditional valu-

3. The connotations of a _ricultural and indus

3.1. The research rmthod

The working scheme used to study the implications of the two types of

work consists of twe series of fifteen adjective scales (divided into "very",

"fairly", "not ve ry" "not at all") regarding some aspects of work in gene-

ral, the personal satisfac ion expected from it, and the degree of techno-

logical change involved in it. The adjectives used in the questionnaire are:

independent, secure simple prestigious, original, requiring initiative,

free, monotonous, requiring sacrifice, remunerative, risky, satisfying,

nitary, specialized, technical.

These fifteen adjective scales paint up obvious features of agricultu-

ral and industrial labor. Presumably, they refer to latent and more general

connotations of the concepts of the two types of work Thus it heco

importantlfor our purposes, to identify the underlying connotations by

isolating clusters which constitute a factor independent _of the others, and

also by analyzing the internal structure of each of these factors, identi-

fying the direction and the entity of the loadings of the adjectives with

the factor.

Factor analys s is the most appropriate mathod for elaborating such

data. liswe it is used in the solution of the main o mo nents followed
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by orthogonal rotation in accordance with the "varimax" method.

Eight factor analyses wore made (four for the concept of "agricultural

work", and four for "industrial were). The vocational connotations they
refers to, and which are hence implied in the two concepts, are indicated

by the following factors (which3 in the main, are parallel for the four

provinces): technological specialization; physical strength required; self-

tealization; remunerativeness as a source of satisfaction and security;

simplicitN as a source of security; remunerativeness as giving prestige and

curity; remunerativeness and/or simplicity as giving security.

At this point it is useful to give a brief sketch of the semantic

connotations ef the two concepts, with a short discussion of the loading

coefficients of the adjectives that compose them.

3.2. Agriculturallator_

Parallel fa tor I: Technological specialization

Treviso 22a12E1 Latina Cosenza

Specialized .84 .86 .91 .85

Technical .80 .84 .87 .86

Secure .56 .06 .14 -.09

Satiefying .53 .oe .16 .33

Sanitary .44 .20 .52 .31

Remunerative .43 .04 .05 .07

P a

Given the high loading i "specialized" and "technl.cal", the first

lel factor may be called technological specialization", in the sense
that specialization in agricultural labor is obtained by greater knowledge
and use of forming technology. This implies a conception of agricultural

lebor as a trade, which thus requires specialized training. Such training
should not be limited to the Knowledge of farming techniques, but should
include some acquaintance with industrial techniques, machinery, the "pro-

fessionalization" of sorre phases of aericultural labor, eto.

In general, technological specialization is positively correlated w _h
cod sanitary conditions, This Means that young people coming from rural

environments wters ojoh specialization exists are assured of the industrial

resrsotability of agricultural work, in which the most depressing and "un-



d nified" aspects are left to machines, these modern servants of man.

Lastly, it should be pointed out that the young people of Treviso enlar

ge the semantic connotations of this concept, connecting it with such moor-

tent features as security, satisfaction, and remunerPtiveness. Apparently,

for these adolesc nts the actual possession of a trade, or the aspiration

have one, gives urity ir its remunerativeness and, perhaps, in the inter-

changeability of agricultural and industrial labor; for this reason they de-

rive psychological satisfaction from the feeling of having a type of employ-

ment which is no less modern for being in the agricultural sector.

Parallel factor TI: Physical str:Ingth
_ _

Treviso Regcio E. Latina Cosenza

Risky .72 .71 .80 .79

Monotonous .56 .39 .22 .35

Requiring sacrifice .44 .76 .76 .75

Simple .44 .06 .05 .02

Secure .40 .26 -.02 .08

Requiring initiative -.02 -.20 -.52 -.05

rho pdrallelism between the four factors is very high, especially

between the provinces of Reggio Emilia, Latina and Cosenza. At Treviso

"monotonous" tends to replace "requiring sacrifice" among the adjectives

that most heavily load the factor, and the presence of the adjectives "sim-

ple" and "secure" render the meaning even more complex.

The _ is a basic association between the degree of heavy manual labor

r quired and the risK involved; thus, for a rural adolescent a job "requires

sacrifice" if it is "risky" and vice versa.

Parallel factor TIT: Remunerativeness as giving satisfaction d security

Trevis CosenzaReggio E. L tina

Remunerative .43 .80 -.84 .73

Satisfying .53 .61 -.64 .59

Sanitary .44 .63 -.20 .63

Secure .56 .47 -.49 .47

Prestigious .23 .06 -.53 .61

Free .05 .53 .14 .37

Specialized .84 .03 -.06 .24

Technical .80 .17 -.15 .17
9



The ft:1m- factors shoru tho adjectives relating to psychological ati-

efactinn and security (expressed in terms of remunerativeness). The economic

security expected from agricultural work indicates an attitude which is

widespread in evaluating vocations, since it is encountered even in the case

o industrial labor. On th0 other hano, such economic security is not in

contradiction with a modern attitude, which stresses open-mindedness and

initiative, because it disassociates security from anxiety of the new or

frum ownership and from tho typo of interaction with others in agricultural

work, and feunds this security on the fluctuating fortunes of economic in-

terests.

This kind of security is neceary but not sufficient condition to

ino cate a modern attitude in consider_ng ontrepreneural activity in agri-

culture. There are molly reasons for thi 1) often even those who do not

desire to undertake an eroreproncu al role in agriculture may base the

security of thor jobs in indu-try, for exempla) on "how much they earn",

and uso this as a yardstick for comparing jobs of choosing one rather than

another. (2) The adject've "secure" shows a low and diffused loading with

regard to all the factors of the four factor analyses. This means that

the adjective acquires 0 ple horn of meanings, which refer to remunerative

ness, simplicity, riskiness, etc. (3) Within the general indication "remu-

nerativeness as giving security", there are different "syndromes", inasmuch

as the structure of the factor at Treviso is different from that in Reggio

Emilia, and both differ from those of Latina and Cosenza.

Paralle factor IV: Simplicity as a source security

Treviso Reggio E. Latin a Cosenza
.../m esmff .7aBaima

Simple .44 .76 .84 .89

Secure .40 .32 .60 .62

Monotonous -.56 .56 .26 .32

Risky -.72 .03 -.06 .03

Requiring _n -iative -.02 -.47 .07 -.04

Requiring sacrifice -.44 -.03 -.03 -.08

Although a certain basic parallelism exists in the connotations of

security and simplicity in agricultural labor, there are same aignificant

differences between the four areas studied, and in particular between Re&

gio Emilia, on the one hand, and Traviso, Latina and Cosenza on the other,
10
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For the adolescents oF Reggio Emilia, if agricultural work is consi-

dared "simple", it is also conside. "monotonou ' and as "not requiring

initi-tive"; vice verse, when it is considored complex, it is also v _ied,

pleasant, and requires initiative. This conception If tha simplicity or

complexity of agricultural work is based on concrete and obj- -tive crite-

ria, rather than on subjective and emotional evaluations.

The adolescents of Treviso interpret the simplicity and security of

agricultural work more in material and concro (not risky, not mono-

tonous, not fatiguing).

At Latin:, nnd Cosenza the prevalent noton of security is closely tied

up -Ith the simp]iaity of agricultural work. This demonstrates a certain

anxi-ty towards whatuvor is complex, as happens in industrial labor. There

seems be some ambivalence to-ards technological specialization. On the

one hand, it is acknowledged that such speciclization gives greater presti

ge, a higher income, mere sanitary working conditions, etc.; on the other

ho ] there is an attitudo of insecurity towards that "unexplored" side of

agriculture, and the tc, on to revalue the simplicity of the rhythms

of the traditional manner of farming.

Parallel factor V= Self-realization

Rojgio E. Latina CosenzaTreviso

Free - 75 .42 .69 -.51

Independent -.56 .68 .58 -.16

Requiring in i ive -.60 .47 .52 -.81

Original -.16 .66 .46 -.72

Prestigious .71 .56 .27 -.16

Requiring sacrifice -.60 -.04 -.11 .03

Monotonous .11 -.27 -.54 -.11

This factor centers around the adjectives relating to the type of

action implied in agricultural work; independent, requiring initiative,

free, original. The action these adjectives refer to is taken in reference

to other people. Agricultural work is felt to be independent of others,

hence free from external conditionings, thus requiring initiative, and

finally original.

The differences between

acts of the concept of self- eallzation. For the young people of T_

four situations regard only ma ginal
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vise, the freedem, indupondonce, and initiotivc OP aoti.on implied in this

hind of agriculura1 Wrk involve saii'i 'ics in carrying it out; whereas

for the VoUng poople of Reggio 6md1ie it confc-rs prertige., end they end up

by judging it varied and nrt moacton:Jus.

3.3. Work in industry

Pa_allel factor 'on

t rev so 'o E. L3tine Cosenza

Requir nr; .73 -.77 .76

Originll .69 .52 -.60 .71

Independent .45 .65 -.71 .37

Free .64 .66 -.65 .26

Prestigious .24 .35 -.56 .25

Satisfying .41 .38 -.46 .06

Monoton:Jus -.21 -.37 .18 -.44

Requiring sacrifice -.12 -.08 .05 -.44

Self-realizati n" here is explained by the natur f industrial labor,

which is carried out in relation to other individuals. Thus qualities such

as initiative, freedom, and independence take on especi 1 significance. May

one conclude that these adolescents consider a job original, and indirectly

prestige-giving, when it is free and requires initiative? It really seems

that these young people have developed their image of industrial and agri-

cultural work in these terms.

Even the prestige of industrial labor falls into this image. eithe

directly in the structure of the factor Cas in Latina) or indirectly. with

a consist ntly significant loading (as in the other three provinces).

"Self-realization" is bound up with emotional satisfaction in three

of the four provinces (Cosenza is the exception). This semantic connota-

tion, so interesting and complete on account of the foundation of prestige

and sctisfction that "self-realization" comes to a5ur11e, sORMs tO indica-

not easily attainable ideal, inasmuch as independence initiative,

edom are seldom to be found in industrial types of labor.

12



Parallel factor II: i ii
Loti na Cosenzn717eviec tirdiixf_t

Specialized .03 .88 .3 -.88
Technical .89 .84 .33 -.84
sanitary .17 .48 .45 -.65
Secure -.27 .54 -.05
Retnunorative .25 -.07 .48 -.21
Satisfying .15 25

Simple .41 -.27

a strang par21lirn both for the adjectives that compose the
factors and fo their degree 01 loading. Tile true meaning of technological
specializatlon is not to be fo trid so rr -Ich in the need for vocational trai-
ning as in Its consequen fact, a nionly intIchanizod job is less "dirty"
than manual latcr which is per-formed tfittiout the aid of marlines. rhie osso
citation of technical" and °specialized" viith the adjective "sanitaryw leads
one to consider the consequences of such specialization Ci.3.4, cleatliness) .

The situation at Let Ina is rnore compleg. There, indeed, other Impli-
cations or expect ations connected with "technological specializatiot" are
"conifers cOndItione",

satisfaction".

parallel factor

"reetuneretiveneas" _insecurity",

: ffhtiLq.eLlt ntri

end "paychological

Latina Ccsenz4Trevi BO trzjilaLt.
Requiring seer-Vice .7 5 -.88

----_--
-.70 -.54

Monotonous .7 2 -.81 -.60 -.03
Risky .3 6 -.73 -.67 -.67

Independent --.5.4 -.08 -.04 -.44
Sanit ary -.46 .24 .32 .08

Free -.41 .28 -.02 .22

Ths thilt1 Parallel factor rnay be called "physical strength". 39 i
conceptually siniier to the corzeoponding concept of agricultural work A2so

in the case of industrial work, rural- adolescents relate physical st rength



or fetiguingness. with the monotonous and risky character of the e-rk ( hare

the risk is m-ra physical than economic). Furthermore, except for Cosenza,

there is a general propensity to associate these negative features with un

sanitary winking conditions, consequently, the absence of these features

comes to be synonymous with a "clean" job. Considering that even highly

technical and specialized jobs in industry ore judged to be sanitary, it is

easy to see that specialization is viewed as a sort of panacea by Means -f

which some of the most undesirable aspects of work can be overcome.

The model described at the beginning of this discussion of physical

strength nppears with greater clarity at Reggio Emilia and Latina, while at

Treviso and Cosenza it takes on broader and more problematical connotations

with the inclus7ion in the concept of the adjective "independent

Parallel factor IVa: emunerativeness as a source of presti-e and_seeurity

CosenzaTreviso Reggio E. Latina

Pro sti.gious .70 .58

Remun .61 .70

Secure .49 .52

Satisfying .41 .76

Sanitary .48 .13

Monotonous -.06 -.54

In th- urth factor, the parallelism is d vddred into two conceptual

dimensions. In the first, relating to Treviso and Cosenza, prestige and re

munerativeness are directly connected with security.; in the second, rela-

ting to Reggio Emilia and Cosenze, security is connected with remunerative

nese end simplicity.

The components of the first part of this factor are substantially the

same, even though the degree of loading varies. Prestige and remunerative-

ness, inasmuch as they are connected with security, may be considered ne-

cessary conditions in order that industrial labor be secure. In its turn,

such security gives rise to psychological satisfaction ("satisfying") .Thus

security hare is to be analyzed in terms of economic convenience and the'

enhancement of one's job status ("prestigioue)0

14



Parallel c b: Remunera nd /or sinplicit am a source of

Wuritt

Reggio E. Latina Cosenza

.70

Treviso

Sinple

Secure -.53 .64

Renumarative -.62 .22

Monotonous -.42 .30

Free -.32 .67

Independent -.32 .56

The second dimens on of the concept oc security regards Reggio,Emi la

and, once more, Cosenza. It is to ba analyzed in terms of aLmplioity and/Or

remunerativeness. The parallelism hare is not periectf for the adolescents

of Reggio Emilia, in fact, security is associated not only with the wage

level that the job offers, but also with the simplicity of the activity

involved. In this way they attempt to banish the anxiety they feel towards

the complex rhythms of industrial work. The young people of Cosenza place

even greate- emphasis on the simplicity of the work as a source of securitm

which thus is largely a psychologioal.defense ovine, the anxiety that

complicated industrial work arouses.

3 4 General considerations on the 2y-f

the two concepts

the semantic connotations of

First of all, it shoUld be noted that the parallelism of the semantic

connotations of the concepts of industrial and agricultural labor is grea-

terfor tha former than for the latter. This result shOuld come as no

surprise if one considers that the conception of industrial labor these

rural adolescents have acquired is a reflection of the image of it pre-

sented to them by the state schools and by the mass media, and hence it

is rooted in the general values ol an industrial society. Their image of

agricultural work, on the other hand, depends wre concretely on the spe-

cific situation of their families and their rural area.

Secondly, a comparison of tha profiles taken on by the meanings of

the concepts shows that industrial work is favored by its greater teohno

logical specialization, remunerativeness, and lesser physical effort re-

quired, while agricultural labor is thought to give greater possibilities

of self-realization. However, these tendonola rv ip accordance with
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whether the cultural environment in which the ado1escent live is more or

less traditional or modern. In fact, in Cosenza there is e tendency to over

atimate industrial labor and definitely underestimate agricultural work.

As one moves towards more modern areas, the judgments given of the two

types of vocation tend to become less one-sided and to be expressed in

less stereotyped forms.

Obviouvsly, all thds irrPluoncos the choices of future job made by

rural adolescents. Their decisions depend on their expectations and values,

as, for example, whether greater weight is attached to sal lization or

to such factors as higher pay, security, and technological specialization.

4. Ap22.9121 the vocational or scholastic choices made b 'ural adolescents

A brief reminder of the orientations, aspirations and vocational or

scholastic choices of these adolescents is indispensable if one wishes to

understand better the cultural causes underlying them.

The aspirations of the adolescents concerned coincide to a large extent

w th the desires of their parents for them.

Of the young people sampled, 65% desire to continue their stUdij mo t

of these wish to study subjects which lead to employment in the tertiary

sector. Fewer than 10% of them opt for agriculture; about half of them in-

tend to study agrarian science, the others expect to go to work immediately.

The decision to study is more common in tho Southern provinces, where the

opposite is true for vocational choices.

For the most pert (70%) such choices arc made for "express ve" subjec

tive reasons, because the school indicated is "liked". The other 30% make

"instrumental choices with an ulterior aim in mind.

The agrarian and industrial r,chools preferred are located near home,

whereas they are far away (SOMGeimes very far away) in the case of more

difficult schools, or when only a non-specific docision to "go on studying"

is made.

Whether an adolescent expresses one aspiration or ano hex depends on

diverse factors, such as: the number of school wars repeated, if any)

job experience during school years; sex; subjective (expressive) or in-

strumental motivations; the distance between school and homej number of

ciblingsj the structure, cf the family and its pressure to,make a apapdfia
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Table 1 - Adolescents' scholastic and vocational choices and provinces of

residence

Adolescents' schole-

stic and vocationa

choices:

,St_udy:

Industrial vocational/

technical high schools

Commercial vocational/

technical high schools

grammar schools, teacher-

training schools, etc.

Agrarian vocational/

technical high schools

Continue studying,

without specifying in

what type of school

Go to work immedi

Agricultural work

Specified non-agricultu

nal jobs

Go to work (non-specif

Does not K n

Totals

Province of s

Treviso Reggio E, Latna

11,5

Cosenza

18,3

In general

14,7

25,1 25,7 43,8 41,7 34,0

4,7 4,9 2,9 6,7 5,3

6,5 12,4 13,0 10,6 '11,0

2,5 4,0 7,2 2,6 4,1

23,0 22,8 14,9 12,8 16,4

13,2 3,4 1,4 1,4 5,1

717 13.4 5,3 3,7 7,4

100,0 100,0 200,0 100,0 100,0

(235) (202) (208) (218) 663)

90.436 C .32

1 8



of agricultural and industrial labor: whet

lized, fatiguing, secure, or nct.

5. How tI
choices

MI 5 0

t is 5 alizing, specie-

-ultura and industrial work in _usnce vocational
aa.M,

In order to verify how such cultural images oand lion vocational cho

ces, It is necessary to make a scale (test) of the variables that compose

each of the factors examined in the preceding section. That is, the factor

must be measured.

For this Purpose, the most apprepriato test, for a first approximation,

is Snedeocr's "F", which is hers utilized.

The application of this test ("F") indicates the following cultural dl

mansions as conditioning the vocational or scholastic choices of the rural

adolescents. Namely, their choices are significantly influenced by attitude

towards:

1) the "self-realization" of agricultu al work, for those of Treviso

(F a 2,35; p < .05))

2) the "self-realizing potential" (F a 3.633 p < .001) and "fa iguingness"

(physical strength) (F a 4.51; p < .001) of industrlal labor, for those

of Treviso;

3) the "self-realizing potentia of agricultural work (F n .42; p < .01),

for those of Reggio Emilia)

4) the "fatiguingness" (physical ength) agri ultu 1 work (F 2.211

p < .05), for those of Latina;

5) the "fatiguingness" (physical strength) of industrial work (F 1.99;

p < .05)1 for those of Latina;

the "technological sp-cializat- --" of industrial w- F 2.90; p < .01)

for those of Cosenza.

Sin= thu ;F" tost of Snodecor gives a rather approximate indication of

the meaningfulness of such conditionings, it may be interesting to report

some other conditionings which, thoPgh not significant generally, may be so

locally. These are differentiations among the various choices which, cor-

ding to the "F" test of Snedecor, are almost significant (from .05 to .10)0

Thus ono observes a tendency for the choice made to be conditioned by atti-

.Mudes,tmardas
,

1 9
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fatigkangnoss "physical strength") of agricultural wrk, for those

of Trevisos

2) the "technological specialization" of agr cultural work, for those of

Reggio Emilia;

he "remunerativeness as a source of satisfaction and secu y" of agri

cultural work. for those of Latina!

4) the "self-realizing potential" of industrial work, for those of Latina;

5) the "self-rablizing potential" of industrial work, for those of Cosenza.

The basic cultural images which structure the concept and idea of agri

cultural and industehal work, and which influence vocational choices, are

"technological specialization" and "fatiguingness" ("the physical strength"),

which characterize such work, and the "self-realirntion" ensured to the
_ _

person who performs it. This cultural influence in its turn depends on .1,any

her causes, which refer not only to the "way" in which the work is carried

on but also to the social esteem in wtdch it is held and the satisfaction

it can offer. It is for this reason that the cultural conditioning on voca-

tional choicos acquires different specific connotations and importance in

the four provinces.

At Treviso, the adolescents' choices are conditioned by the "solf-rea

lization" that agricultural and industrial work can offer, and by the phy-

sical features characterizing the two types of work, while "teahnological

specialization" is not particularly required for their specific vocations

or scholastic decisions. At Reggio Emilia, too, the greater or lesser self-

realization" offered by agricultural work takes on decisive importance for

the scholastic or vocational choices in second place comes "technological

specialization".

The characteristics of industrial work do not lead to particular de-

cisions, inasmuch as all the adolescents considered have developed similar

ideas of such work. This means that they have all acquired the same ideas

and images of Industrial labor, end hence these ideas do not influence

their vocational or scholastic choices in any way, not even in the case

of one who desires to undertake activities or studies which lead to car

in industry. In other words, the choice of industrial work is conditioned

by attitudes, values and situations which have nothing to do with the sloe

eine characteristics of industrial work or the satisfaction it cen give.

This confirms the "instrumental motivation" underlying such a choice, a

2 0



fact which has already been observed in other social environments.

At Latina, the adolescents' choices are influenced by the physical

characteriaties physical strength"), or the greater or lesser amount of

fatiguing physical labor required by agricultural or industrial work in

their conceptions of them. The other semantic components do not seem to

assume the seine importance they have in the Northern provinces (as regards

self-realization"), or even in Cosenza ("technological specialization").

Lastly, it should be observed that at Cosenza the conception of agri

cultural work, in its three main features (but the same is true of the se

condary features as well) of"self-realization", "fatiguingness ( physical

strength") and "technological spocialization", does not influence the ado-

lescents' choices, which therefore depend on external factors unrelated to

this conception. Or rather, the generalized internalization of these images

f agricultural work which all the young people have developed, whatever

choice they may make, reflects an image which permeates the entire society

in which they live. And since this image of agricultural work is decidedly

negative (as a reading of the profile in Figure 1 shows), it is clear that

in their social system there is a generalized rejection of agricultural

work. In this case the image of agricultural work exercises its influence

not so much on the choices of individual adolescents as on this class as

a whole, inasmuch as the cultural value system of the environment in which

they live legitimizes such an image.

Rather, at Cosenza the adolescents' choices are conditioned by the

image relating to the chnological specialization" of industrial work.

This means that a decisive role is played precisely by the "technological

specialization" of a job which is EE: se specialized, as industrial jobs ares

The cultural conditionings examined acquire even greater cognitive

importancie if one tries to identify the modalities of actualization, and

hence in what sense each of the vocational or scholastic choices is in-

fluenced. To this end, Figures 3. 4, 5, 6, 7. 8 and 9 gather together the

choices in the geometric space formed by the cultural images f agricultu-

ral and industrial work which condition them significantly (er nearly signi-

ficantly).

The choices are thus located in this space, and the relationship of

each of them with the others can be interpreted more readily. This can be

stated in the following points. 21



) The concept of agricultural work as having a high "sel realizing

poten ial" and as being not very fatiguing ("physical strength"), and vice

versa of industrial work as having a low self-realizing potential and as

being very fatiguing,orientates the adolescents of Treviso towards agrarian

otudies (Figures 3 and 4).

At the opposite pole are those adolescents orientated towards indu-

strial studies or immediate jobs outside the fiold of agriculture. They

highly value the self-realization ensured by industrial work, and corresPQP:

dingly underestimate that offered by agricultural work. Likewise, they do

not consider industrial work very fatiguing, while for agrioultural work

their judgment of the mnount of physical labor required does not differ

from that given by adolescents opting for other futures.

Thirdly, the position of the adolescents orientated in the direction of

diate agricultural work or else "the profession of housewife" may be in-

terpreted as meaning that, though agricultural work is not considered very

tiguing, it does not give scope for "self-realization" either (in the sen

f realizing oneself through one's rk), whereas industrial work i-

considered not only easy (not very fatiguing), but also relatively "self-

alizing and gratifying (with respect to those who are oriented towards

Other choices). One possible conclusion is that these young people have

iready had experience of agricultural work (and are thus used to its fa-

tiguingness), and are disenchanted with its potential to ensure "self-rea

lization". The openness towards, if not overestimation of, industrial work

on the part of those who wish to go to work immediately in the fields seems

to indicate that their choice of such work is impesed, rather than really

desired by needs extrinsic to their will, whether these be located in the

family, the farm, or the society, or all of them together.

Lastly, adolescents orientated towards studies leading to jobs in the

ertiary sector, or indicating only a general desire to study or work,

ocoupy intermediate positions in thair judgment on the "potential for eel-

realization" and fatiguingness ("physical strength") of agricultural and

industebl work.

This model of allocation of the vocational groups in their perception

gricultural and industrial work (agricultural/industrial vocations;

r vocations; industrial/agricultural vocations) confirms the hypothesis

ht forming populations feel the contrast,of their world with that of



industry more keenly then with activit n the tertiary sector.

(2) The adolescents of Reggio Emilia (Figure 5) are also influenced in

their choices by their perception of agricultural work as being more or less

"self-realizing", and, secondarily, by the fact that it is highly "technolo-

gically specialized". Those who consider agricultural work "self-realizing"

and "specialized" opt for agriculture, either by going to work in it imme-

diately, or by taking agrarian studies. Those who hnve developed an oppose_

te opinion of agricultural work are orientated towords industrial jobs in-

stead. Thirdly, those who are orientated towards studies leading to jobs in

the tertiary sector, or who express a general desire to study, occupy an

intermediate and non-conditioning position with regard to the image of ag-

cultural work.

The conditionings are very clear. They are connected, both in tendency

and for the conditioning components of agricultural work, with those expres

sed by the young people of Treviso in their choices.

But the discrimination in their choices 1- node only ty he perception

of agricultural work, and not by that of work in industry. This means that

the semantic connotations cf the concept of "work in industry' do not mo-

tivate the preference for such jobs fer their own sake, i.e, for the greater

or lesser "specialization", "physical labor", and "self-realization" implied

by them.

(6) The adolescents of Latina (Figures 6 and 7) are significantly in-

fluenced in their choices by their perception lee the greater or lesser

"fetiguingness" both of agricultural and of industrial labor. Moreover,

they are motivated by the different remunerativeness o the f rmer and the

different degree of " elf-realization" of the latter.

Thuy are conditioned by their perception of agricul ural work in the

lowing manner. Those who consider it "fairly remunerative (and hence

fying and secure) consider it also "very" fatiguing (their choice is

"work In gener on the contrary, those who consider it less fatiguing

consider it also not very remunerative (and hence not very sati_fying and

secure). This state of affairs (viz., the contradictory character attribu-

ted to agricultural work) influences their choices in ways which cannot be

directly interpreted; in any case, those who choose agriculture always

consider it less fatiguing than do the others. There is also a certain
23
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difference between those who wish to go to work in the fields immediately

and those who prefer to become farmers after a period of study; the former

consider agriculture much more remunerative than the latter (who* perhaps

because they are aware that it cen be made more remunerative by further pre_

paration, choose to attend agrarian institutes).

The "fatiguingness" ("physical strength") of industrial work is the

discriminating factor between those adolescents orientated towards agrarian

or tertiary studies or jobs from those who are thinking of industrial stu-

dies er jobs, or who indicate only a general desire to work cr study: the

former consider it more fatiguing than thg latter.

(4) Lastly, the adolescents of C_ nza (Figures 8 and 9) are not condi

tioned in their choices by the characteristics of agricultural wo k resul-

ting from the factorial analysis* viz. "technological specialization",

"physical strength" (fatiguingness) end "self-realization". Thus the choice

f agriculture as a vocation may be interpreted as being based On instrumen

tal rather than expressive motivations, that is. as not being chosen for

its own sake.

This is further confirmed by the fact that the only _spect of agr col

tural work which has any influence on the choice is its remunerativeness*

considered also as a source of satisfaction and security. In short, those

who wish to undertake agrarian studies, as well as those who indicate a

general desire to study or who still do not know what to decide to do after

having finished their obligatory schooling, consider agricultural work more

remunerative than those who are directly oriented towards industrial studies

or who indicate a general desire to work.

What impresses and influences the choice of the adolescents f Cosenza

is the "technological specialization" of industrial work. Those orientated

towards non-agricultural vocations think it is very specialized, while those

orientated tewards.a just as immediate employment in agriculture consider

industrial work not very specialized. All the other choices are located

between these two extremes in the evaluation of the degree of specialization

of industrial wo 24



Figu - The cha:cei made by the adolesdents of Treviso on the basla of

the criteria of self-realization and physical strength (fatiguin

gness) implied by agricultural work

ion

Very

Fairly

Not at all

.4
7

Not very

PhysiCal_

2
Fairly

h (fatiguingness)

Ltmend of the choices:

1. industrial vocational/technical high schools

2. Commercial vocational/technical high schools, grammar schools, teache
training schools, etc.

3. Agrarian vocational/technical high school

4. Continue studying, without specifying in whet type of schools

S. AgricultUral work, housewife

S. Specified non-agricuEural Jo s

7. Go ,to work (non specific)

.ncit .know

Very



F -u 4 - The choices made by the adolescents of Treviso on he basis of
the criteria of self-realization and physical strength (fati-
guingness) implied by industrial work

S

Very

Fairly

Not very

Not at

Le end of the choic

1. Industrial vocational/technical high echo ls

2. Commercial vocational/technical high schools, grammar schools, teacher-
training schools, otc.

3. Agrarian vocational/technical high schools

4. Continue studying without specify ng in what type of school

S. Agricultural work housewife

S. Specified non-agricultural jobs

7. Go to work (non specific)

8. Doss not Know

1 2

Not very Fai ly

Etypi.s22._fen.,022, (fatigulngnes

Very
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Figure 5 - The choices made by the adL jscents of Reggio E. on the basis of

the criteria of self-realization and technological specialization

implied by agricultural work

Legend _ he choices:

Teohnolo ical specia4z ion

Vary

Industrial vocational/t chnical high schools

2. Commercial vocational/technical high schools, grammar schools, teacher-

training schools, etc.

3 Agrarian vocation l/technical high schools

4. Continda studying, without specifying in what type of school

5. Agricultural work, housewife

5. Specified non-agricultural jobs

7 Go to tiork Ince specific

Doecnot,, knbW
27
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Figure 6 The choicos made by the adolescents Of Latina on the basis of the

criteria of remnerativeness and physical strength (fatiguingness)

implied by agricultural work

Remunerati-

veness

Very

Fairly

Not very

Not at all

Physical str n h (fetiguingneos)

Logond of the choices:

1. Industrial vocational/technical high schools

2. Commercial vocational/technical high schools, grammar schools, teanher-

training schools, etc.

Agrarian vocational/technical high schools

4. Continuo studying, without specifying in what type school

Agricultural work, housewife

S. Specified non-agricultural jobs

7. Go to work (non specific) 28
. 0009 not know
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Figure The choices made by the adolescents cf Latina on the basis of

the criteria of self-roalization and nhysical strength ( igu ng-

ness) implied by industrial wor*

Self-realization

Very 3

Fairly

Not very

all

4.4 5

2

1 2 3

Not very Fairly Very

Physical _strength (fatiguingn s)

Legand_o_the choices:

1. Industrial vocational/technical high schools

2. Commercial vocational/technical high schools,

training schools, etc.

3. Agrarian vocational/teohnioal high schools

4. Continue studying, without specify ng in what type of school

5. Agricultural work, housewife

6. Specified non-agricultural jobs

7. Go to work (non specific)
2 9

rammar schools, tea her-

8 Does not know



Figure 8 - The choices mods by the adolescents of Cosenza on the basis

the criteria of remunerativeness and security implied by agri-

cultural work and by industrial work

Remune ive-

ness as giving

satisfaction

and security

of agricultu-

ral work

\

Fairly

Not very

2

all 0 2 3
Not very Fairly Very

Remunerativeness and/or simplicity as a source of_secu-

rity of industrial_ work

Legend of the choices:

1. Industrial vocational/technical high schools

2. Commercial vocational/technical high schools, grainar schools, teach
training schools, etc.

3 Agrarian vocational/technical high schools

4. Continue studying, without specifying in what :ype of school

5. Agricultural work, housewife

S. Specified oon-agricultural jobs

Go to work (non specific) 30
laose not know_
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Figure 9 - The choices made by the adoluscents of Cosonza on the basis of
the criteria of self-realization and technologJJal specializ&N
tion implied by industrial work

Self-realiza
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Not at all
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Not very Fairly

Technilcgical specialization_

Very

Legend of the choices:

1. Industrial vocational echnical high scho ls
2. Commercial vocational echnical high schools, grammar schools, teacher-

training schools, etc.

3. Agrarian vocational/technical high schools

4. Continue studying, without specifying in what type of school
5. Agricultural work, housewife

8. Specified non-agricultural jobs

7 Go to work (non specific)
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Conclusions

To sum up, these vocational images condition the adolescents' choices

occording tc modulo which a 7 modified ..E3 one pass c from the northern pro-

Vinces to th centr.l-southorn ones, from the more modern ones to thc: more

traditional ones. Thus, at Treviso and at Reggio Emilia the choice o-F a voca

tion (immediate or future), whether in agriculture or in industry (or in an

intermediate t-rtiary position) is motivated by the personel self-realization

it can offer; secondly, the degree of fatiguing physical labor roquir d is

important for the young people of Treviso, while the specialization (of agr -

cultural work) is conditioning for these of Reggie Emilia. There is no eoubt

that their choices are fundamentally influenced by "achievement" which de-

termines success in economic action. itds is even clearer at Reggie Emilia,

where even the d gree of "specialization" of agricultural work is a discri-

minating factor in deciding fLr or against this type of activity.

In the central-southern provinoes, the choices are rooted in concrete

and instrumental aspects of agricultural or industrial work. In fact, at La-

tina the degree of fatiguing physical labor required in agricultural or indu

strial work is the deciding factor in the choices. For the young people of

Cosenza, the choic s are still conditioned by instrumental aspects of the

job examined; viz., the specialization of industrial work and the remunerati

veness of agricultural work.

The conclusion seems substantially justified that in these last two

social environments the choice, whether for agriculture or not, is baseion

instrumental motivations Which are both exteroal and tnternal to the job it

self, as well as to the "self-realization" that it permits.

3 2
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